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Participants were invited to discuss a number of key 
questions amongst themselves in their preferred language 
(in this case Dari or Pashto), and anonymously capture 
the flow of the conversation as it unfolded, using a system 
of wirelessly connected netbooks called the TEAMWIN 
Collaborator. The questions were structured in terms of the 
pathway ahead (based on the TEAMWIN Journey Metaphor), 
and the group reviewed, developed and categorised their 
inputs into common themes to shape the discussion as it 
progressed. Each bullet point in this transcript is a direct 
input from participants, edited only for spelling.

TRANSCRIPT FROM NETBOOKS
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Conversation with Afghan professionals, and some internationals

What examples of UK aid have you personally 
experienced or know about?

 » Alternative livelihoods
 » ARTF (NSP); also support in terms of coordination 

through Badak development forum, otherwise no 
direct funding at all

 » Change management in MAIL
 » Civil society support including Tawanmandi
 » Counter narcotics
 » CTAP
 » Developing programmes and support through the 

ARD cluster
 » DFID consultants focus groups
 » DFID is now trying to support a project of change 

management that would be implemented in various 
ministries

 » DFID-funded AG programming in Helmand
 » Election assessment mission
 » FCO-funded economic appraisals
 » From working in DFID it seemed that most funding 

channeled through PRTs and stabilisation unit
 » Governance and development projects
 » Helmand Growth Programme
 » Helmand Monitoring and Evaluation Program
 » HRDAP (Helmand Rural Development and 

Agriculture Program)
 » Informal justice mapping assessment in Helmand
 » INVEST – vocational training in Helmand
 » Mostly focused on Helmand
 » NSP Community Development in Helmand Province
 » Over a long time I have worked with UK funded 

emergency projects, demining project, NGO 
supported projects, and government of Afghanistan 
projects; capacity building, training, has also been 
part of the experience

 » Peace Dividend Trust
 » Private sector development
 » Research on drivers of radicalization
 » Scholarships to Afghan students for masters degree 

(Chevining)
 » Training for business community
 » TVET
 » TVET partnership
 » UK aid is majorly involved in NSP project
 » What I have heard so far of UK’s aid in Afghanistan is 

the one done through DFID 

Looking back ... what lessons have you learned 
from past experience?

 Aid  distribution
 »  Aid distribution largely based on politics rather than 

needs (i.e. Helmand)
 » Aid is not really targeted to what people need and 

want and there is very little consultation with real 
Afghans. When Afghans are consulted they are 
always powerful influential people who have only 
their own interests at heart.

 » Blurring of lines between development and military 
through PRTs

 » Earmarking districts and provinces not considering 
other areas that are equally poor

 » Focus on winning hearts and minds over 
development priorities

 » Fund is not coordinated with official government 
budget to meet the need accurately

 » Fund is very politicized
 » Little attention has been paid to gender 

empowerment projects
 » Little research is done by DFID to identify REAL 

priorities
 » Negative impacts of single province selection on UK 

reputation and community confidence and support
 » Political decision making over needs-based
 » Programmes determined by ideology rather than 

practical needs
 » Programmes not needs-based but dictated by British 

military interests
 » Should be focus on priority projects which will help 

the Afghan people directly, but instead most of the 
donor projects including UK’s focus on short term 
solutions – should be equal attention to big and long-
term tangible projects

 » Some funds are problematic as not according to the 
need of specific project and the government is not 
able to plan it accurately since it’s less than need – at 
the end the fund is returned to donor

 » Theory that development can win heart and minds 
has proved wrong, particularly in areas where 
security is not good and there are more chances for 
corruption

 » UK aid office is militarized, representing themselves 
together with military at sub-national level (using 
military language and culture with local people)

 » UK fund is totally donor-driven instead of needs-
driven which makes it less efficient and effective. 
There still strong dependency of Afghan institutions 
on UK or any other donors. The donors are not 
perfectly aware of ground situation. In humanitarian 
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Conversation with Afghan professionals, and some internationals

areas, there is need for quick response to meet the 
need, but still it’s not.

 » UK government lives in the embassy bubble and is 
driven by politicians, not real need or aid 
 

 Aid  distribution
 » Are the Integrity Watch Afghanistan results of their 

evaluations available for the general public?
 » Do government/donor organisations take into 

account evaluations on transparency and 
accountability?

 » It is very confusing to understand how much the UK 
government spends as there are lots of different 
funds which are not published

 » Limited communication and advocacy on UK aid in 
Afghanistan and thus many local citizens may have 
little knowledge and information in this respect

 » More monitoring should have been undertaken to 
ensure transparency and proper delivery of funding 
through the agencies the UK support i.e. counter 
narcotics

 » Not supporting correctly the police training mission in 
terms of transparency

 » Projects are given to local NGOs based on their 
relations and other concerns, which undermines 
transparency of UK Aid

 » Reporting list of donated fund is different than official 
and creates clashes and misunderstanding in term of 
transparency – it’s estimated on different standards

 Monitoring & Evaluation
 » Audits always come up with more positives than 

negatives
 » DFID external evaluations even for major 

humanitarian responses are politicised by the use 
of consultants drawn from a database that is not 
independent of DFID selectivity

 » Difference between outputs and outcomes is not 
clear, even when programmes are been assessed

 » Disconnected third party should be evaluating 
programmes

 » Donor pays me to evaluate the same programme 
they are funding

 » Evaluation impact rather than the outputs and results 
– longer focus

 » Harvard University review of NSP challenges the 
anecdotal information, but is independent more 
instructive evaluation

 » In some of the reports I read, there is much focus 
on output and numbers rather than the larger impact 
of the programmes. Hopefully, the future studies 
will focus on impact evaluation rather than output 
evaluation

 » Independent data has a great diversity of data 
collection such as focus groups, PRA appraisals, 
surveys, key informant interviews, in-depth 
interviews with other implementing partners, and 
all data is cross-checked against the other data to 
ensure that where possible rogue data is eliminated

 » Monitoring effectively has been a challenge given the 
difficulties accessing remote or conflict areas

 » Most of the evaluations are not independent and 
the contracts are given to organizations with whom 
the implementers have good relations, NSP mid-
term evaluation went to York University in 2005 only 
because of the Minister’s relations to the University 
who was once a student of that university

 » Often where evaluator assertions are challenged, 
evaluator gives chance to hear new evidence, but 
this is rarely produced

 » On evaluations in Afghanistan, normally the trend is 
to either find out positive or negative aspects rather 
than exploring lesson learnt, which then can be 
categorized into either best practice or gaps

 » On-site monitoring is necessary to ensure verification 
of information

 » OXFAM/Afghanaid results and evaluations have 
shown varying degrees of success and failure

 » Participatory monitoring
 » Possible that evaluators are lied to, but statistical 

methodologies help and enable assertions to be 
proven or least substantiated (standard deviation, 
econometrics, etc)

 » Problem with the quality of data and audits
 » Regular monitoring is needed
 » Results can be biased as a result
 » So far for most of the project (that includes all the 

donors) a uniform reporting system is absent
 » Very difficult for independent evaluations to be 

undertaken in insecure areas, especially when the 
researchers are not from that place
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Conversation with Afghan professionals, and some internationals

 Afghan voice/ownership
 » Giving power directly to people to decide upon their 

own needs is the best lesson we can learn from NSP 
and UK’s aid is crucial in this field

 » It is almost impossible for those with armed guards to 
consult locals and understand their needs – people in 
Helmand and in the south will never dare to take the 
risk to talk to foreigners

 » Just focus on youth employment, local ownership and 
empower the local resources

 » Listen to them and their needs and let them help you 
design their future development projects

 » Ownership of the beneficiary is quite an important 
issue in achieving good results – every program 
that has involved the community in the design and 
implementation has had good results because the 
community supported it

 » Support the industry and all other sectors that employ 
Afghan youth (75% of the Afghan population)

 » The recruitment of consultant and advisor to 
government along with fund is not sustainable 
solution to capacity building of Afghan government, 
but it’s temporary

 » Think Afghans, think Afghanistan and their priorities 
and talk to/consult Afghans all across the country 
before designing any more programmes 
 
  

Sustainability
 » Having put in infrastructure but not taken into 

account ops and maintenance costs for future, we 
may have even done some harm – now we are 
going in to transition with anticipated reduction in 
Afghanistan budget

 » In the past did not fund more than on an annual 
basis, need to look at long term funding to provide 
sufficient development inputs

 » Longer term funding (over 4 years) is more 
conducive to allowing for more realistic planning

 » Sustainable development requires long-term 
partnership between Afghanistan and international 
community, not shorter term projects. National 
programmes for human development, infrastructural 
development and economic progress are required.

Government
 » Absorption capacity – too much to be absorbed in a 

short amount of time
 » Budget support good, but when government unable 

to move money through system, only having on-
budget support meant programmes stuck on 

ground – NSP programme funded through ARTF 
– if problems within government mechanisms, 
disbursements couldn’t get to field quickly, and if no 
off-budget funding, programmes came to standstill

 » DFID view of government effectiveness is very 
optimistic

 » Disconnect between pledges, commitments and 
payment

 » During transition process, in terms of capacity 
building for donor, budget execution power is 
important that all the ministries should have this 
capability – not only the finance ministry, but all the 
others too

 » In terms of oversight, there should be better 
cooperation with the government of Afghanistan and 
programmes should not just suddenly be handed 
over to the government – should happen slowly and 
logically 
 

Helmand
 » UK is only focusing on few provinces of their interest, 

such as Helmand and few other provinces – short-
term projects at the cost of long-term projects

 » External aid to Helmand alone according to WB 
was $350 per person, more than anywhere in the 
country and in a province which already has a lot of 
resources compared with others

 » Geographical focus on Helmand has led to national 
imbalance

 » Most of the surveys and evaluations done by DFID 
in Helmand can be challenged on quality, and thus 
most of the policies has been made on inaccurate 
information

 » One of the least poor provinces in the country, but 
receiving massive injection of aid – over $300 per 
person

 » Some good programmes starting
 » Some of the Helmand projects funded by DFID have 

had huge corruption issues like bribes, commission, 
etc even to the PRT staff

 » The DFID manager in charge of Growth – the 
biggest programme in Helmand – was actually a 
consultant with Upper Quartile. And all of the major 
design work for the largest programmes while he 
was in that positions were also completed by the 
same company. Is this transparent?

 » UK has failed to understand the tribal politics in 
Helmand and thus has been played by the local 
power holders against each other 
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Conversation with Afghan professionals, and some internationals

Narcotics
 » Alternative livelihoods as a counter-narcotics 

approach did not show promised outcomes
 » Counter-narcotics and alternative livelihood 

programs were not effective
 » Counter-narcotics strategy does not work because of 

the intrinsic link to rural livelihoods
 » Failed to combat narcotics; programme and delivery 

not sufficient/suitable for the districts where the 
projects were implemented 
 

NSP
 » In case of NSP we confirm the successfulness of 

programme and significant achievement, but still 
there is need to focus on sustainability, quality and 
efficiency for betterment – the engagement should 
not be based on black and white approach

 » NSP is effective
 » Reason for NSP being successful is that it gives 

power to people to decide upon their own priorities 
and needs and they then implement the project by 
themselves

 » Short story: in Uruzgan went to a district with the 
military and could not find the CDC. The way they 
visit, and technology they use, does not match the 
NSP approach. Ended up visiting a different CDC, 
and couldn’t meet with anyone there. A CDC is not a 
shop! That’s why you can’t just find them. They are 
there, but it is a volatile province, so CDC members 
do not even expose their identities. Does the same 
apply to the Helmand CDCs? 
 

Aid staff experience
 » Limited knowledge of some UK Aid staff regarding 

development or humanitarian assistance in conflict 
areas

 » Not enough long term technical assistance 
to government of Afghanistan – short-term 
consultancies mean that UK advisors are not there 
long enough to familiarise themselves with the 
Afghan context

 » UK sometimes funds ‘experts’, both international and 
national, who do not have the capacity to undertake 
monitoring and evaluation in a professional manner 
 

Other
 » CARD programme far too complex and slow
 » On technical and vocational education DFID aid is 

slow in decision-making
 » Mass aid and cash for work is a very blunt tool in 

communities
 » UK aid has limited cross-practice and coordination 

compared to the available potential partners, 
organizations and government entities 
 

Any other good news?
Programmes:
 » A plus for the UK was the successful demining 

intervention throughout the country
 » Demining excellent results and assisted communities 

to re-establish their livelihoods
 » DFID are very flexible in their approach to funding 

programmes within their parameters set by the UK 
Government

 » One example of good result achieved was in a 
volatile part of the country where the programme 
achievements were directly felt by the community 
and as a result they shared an enormous amount 
of sympathy with the implementing organization. 
The community provided security and space for the 
organization’s implementing team in the district.

 » Providing vocational training for Afghans where 
literacy rate is low is useful

 » Supportive to new ideas 
 

Evaluations:
 » Most communities were involved in the evaluation – 

positive experience of community
 » MRRD have used AREU and other external sources 

for academic research
 » NSP community participatory monitoring
 » USAID, EC and Khalifa have contracted independent 

evaluators and the results have been more 
relativistic. Oxfam GB also uses independents and 
the donors have been impressed and continued the 
approach. Good and bad points are listed and at 
the debriefing meeting, stakeholders are invited to 
agree or disagree on each point. In some cases, the 
evaluators are asked to substantiate their findings 
even to the point of producing prime evidence.

 » York University criticised some of the implementation 
modalities for NSP and these were addressed in 
further designs of the programme

 » York University evaluation of NSP was helpful - 
why?? 
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Looking forward ... what should the 
international community learn in preparation for 
2014?

 Aid  distribution
 »  Aid doesn’t win hearts and minds because we don’t 

know how to assess needs – even if we know the 
needs, we don’t have the capacity in the country. 
It’s time to challenge the excuses about Afghanistan 
and its unique war situation. There needs to be a 
change with ownership – we only see the money as 
an opportunity, not as a treasure.

 » Aid is inequitable and not needs-based – many of the 
problems stem from this

 » Aid should be needs-based and genuinely based 
on the principles of transparency, impact and value 
for money. Many of the problems have been caused 
by the politicisation of DFID funding, especially in 
Afghanistan.

 » Avoid double-standards
 » Decision-making is now concentrated with the 

Minister so it becomes heavily politicised. Set the 
levels of decision-making based on expertise, rather 
than political level.

 » Delegate funding decisions to experts working in the 
field who are aware of needs

 » Design projects that are population-specific. We are 
such a diverse people, we need different approaches.

 » Don’t link the development fund to 2014 withdrawal; 
adjust fund and support based on needs of Afghans 
– those still will need the support. The end of 2014 is 
not the end of the problem and issue for Afghans and 
they will suffer a lot due to poverty and isolation. 
 

Priorities
 »  Dependency on short-term aid. Solution should be to 

empower the Government to deliver.
 » Donors are doing our work, instead of sitting with us 

as counterparts in the Government. Your technical 
assistance should support us, not supplant us.

 » Employ the youth
 » Focus on agricultural development
 » Focus on long term tangible projects considering the 

realities of Afghanistan
 » Focus on outcome rather on outputs
 » Focus on projects such as roads, dams, and 

industries; other issues are also important but these 
ones are priority

 » Focus on projects that would provide long term jobs 
for people like establishing industries and so on

 » Law and Order Trust Fund – how to persuade the 
MoI to take 10 per cent of the budget to audit? If you 
ask the Afghan Government to deliver something, it 
should be genuinely taken over by them. If the Trust 
Fund is closed, we will not have a police force.

 » Learn the lesson of past due to not listening to good 
Afghans

 » Not only focus on some area/provinces but on all
 » One specific sector should be focused on by UK in 

all provinces, like agriculture, infrastructure, industry 
development, electricity or irrigation, etc

 » Participation of communities in design, 
implementation and evaluation of programme

 » Please base your programming on concrete evidence 
and reality on the ground; carry out proper needs 
assessments by trying to consult the beneficiary, 
asking them directly what their needs are and 
adjust your funds and donations accordingly; avoid 
duplication and try to improve coordination among 
relevant programmes; do proper monitoring and 
evaluation and consult the population re what they 
think of the program achievements; watch out for 
corruption; build local capacity and again increase 
sense of ownership

 » Prioritize your aid to the poor provinces where people 
really need financial aid – you have a better chance 
of distributing the aid appropriately so long as they 
aren’t pressured to focus on areas of interest to 
donors

 » Women – do something in gender area: start projects 
to fight for women rights in Afghanistan, provide 
scholarships for Afghan women specifically and so on 
to help them get out of disaster

 » Women – education should be the main priority for 
‘gender programmes’ 
 

Short vs long-term
 »  All programmes must be long-term and robust 

infrastructure projects that give Afghans more 
confidence that they are being supported beyond the 
immediate interests of donors

 » ‘Emergency mentality’ – designed for immediate 
effect – needs to change

 » Let’s agree to what we mean by ‘long-term’. Is this 3 
months, 3 years, 30 years?

 » Separate emergency aid and development money. 
We may not need the Government to administer 
emergency programmes – could rely on the 
international systems. We just need to fight corruption 
through the more sustainable programmes. 
 

Conversation with Afghan professionals, and some internationals
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Good and bad guys
 »  Big governments should know who the good people 

are – they know more about those people than I 
do. But the bad people still surface. Why is this? 
Because if we exclude them we create problems. 
Yes okay, but where is the balance? Bring in some 
good people, incrementally. And support one or two 
good political parties. What kind of ‘democracy’ can 
we achieve when we don’t have any political parties? 
It is said we are tribal, so can’t have political parties 
– but that is exactly what we need – something to 
help transcend tribal politics.

 » If you ask us where to find the good people, I ask, 
where do you always find these bad people? You 
need commitment to challenge your past decisions.

 » Listen to the young leaders, not just the usual 
suspects you invite to Bonn, London, and Kabul 
Conferences. Who wants to buck the corruption in 
the system and present an alternative? You need 
to encourage young people with vision, those who 
have been educated, or have had experience on the 
ground.

 » Parliamentarians of the provinces do not represent 
the people from these places – don’t speak to the 
Parliamentarians of Helmand!!!

 » Political reform, replace bad guys with honest people, 
remove corruption  by removing the corrupt people, 
place new generation at decision-making level with 
new knowledge and experiences

 » Remove the bad guys by giving them visas to your 
country

 » Return decision-making to the field – take it away 
from the capitals – this has got worse over time

 » Spend some of your ‘governance’ budget on 
supporting one of the 150 political parties and 
institutions – surely there are some good people 
there

 » Stop relying on corrupt leaders in this country – it’s 
shame for them and will lead to failure. There are 
thousands of qualified and honest Afghans with life 
time commitment to the country and people, who 
want to see one day their country developed, free 
and independent. The first lesson can be identifying 
the bad individuals – those supposed to be the Most 
Wanted people globally.

 » Take the issues in Afghanistan seriously and don’t 
pretend that they do not exist – corruption in the 
Government, corruption in aid and a total refusal to 
act accordingly

 » Talk to different people, not just the Governors, 
Ministers. Talk to real farmers, shopkeepers –who 
from DFID Helmand has been to the bazaar?

 » When it comes to international money in Afghanistan, 

one way is through Government and one through 
NGOs. I have a problem with the money that goes 
in the middle. Some organisations go into Ministries 
and ask them what they need. That Ministry then gets 
some money from that donor, and opens a unit that 
works on that specific project as part of the Ministry. 
That project hires computer literate, English literate 
people. Then there are lots of others in the Ministry 
who earn so much less than those people. If I make 
10 times more than him, the donor encourages 
corruption. 
 

Capacity building
 »  Build capacity and then empower those within the 

government ministries and make them accountable 
for what they are doing

 » Capacity building ... mostly Afghanization of the 
processes

 » Do not rush, spend as much money as you can with 
transparency and accountability but stay for longer 
with your development work

 » Ministries cannot handle more than 50% of on-budget 
aid

 » On-budget programming is an important step; 
however this needs to be based on realities of 
government’s capacities to deliver services. Linked 
support to civil society development must also be 
prioritised.

 » Unified strategy for capacity building. One definition 
for this (and for ‘gender’). Avoid being superficial. 
 

Engage
 »  Afghans lack assurance to stand up. We don’t know 

what will happen tomorrow. If that’s the level of 
uncertainty, then the level of commitment is going 
down.

 » Come out of military dress and talk the language of 
those whom you want to help

 » Get out of the office!
 » Go to areas where you can talk to Afghans – do not 

rely on the military and the Helmand inputs
 » I have been in a situation where the English DFID 

person in the car was talking to me and asking me 
directions, and he was not happy to talk directly to 
the driver; so I talked to the driver in English and 
then relayed it to the DFID person

 » Take a leap of faith and listen to the Afghans
 » There is a lot ‘lost in translation’ when we try to 

communicate, and it is hard to find the right Afghan 
who can help represent the voice. How do you 

Conversation with Afghan professionals, and some internationals
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identify these people? Is it possible to develop a 
transparent mechanism for these people? They had 
one – Loya Jirga, but 80 per cent there were the 
wrong people.

 » Work out more practical means to overcome your 
security problems in accessing real people

 » Work with NGOs who have long experience on the 
ground with knowledge of the local context 
 

Take time
 » Have patience for hearing Afghans; have stamina for 

hearing it
 » Sit on the floor, drink tea and listen
 » Whenever you have a couple of days, look at your 

diary, and come out to Afghanistan so you can 
increase your understanding

 » You need more than 5 minutes to think about 
Afghanistan in order to take the right path. If you’re 
always in a rush, you will continue to make mistakes. 
 

British public
 » Explain to the British public whether in fact the aid 

in Helmand is supporting British soldiers – is it really 
protecting them? Recent research shows that it is 
not ‘winning hearts and minds’.

 » Learn the skill of brainwashing from the Taliban, so 
we can positively brainwash the British public

 » We have failed to reach the publics of those 
countries, like British taxpayers. If they found out 
what is really happening, then they would not be 
satisfied.

 » We’ve been shouting at politicians for years – do 
they hear us? They seem to know facts, but then act 
completely against that knowledge. They continue 
to focus on an area they know won’t show results. 
This is a problem between the bureaucrats and 
the politicians if they really care for their taxpayers’ 
money.

 » You’re not getting your Value for Money! The aid is 
not reaching the people because of corruption.

Conversation with Afghan professionals, and some internationals
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What is it like for you to live in Afghanistan 
today?

 »  Afghanistan is full of fear with no guarantee for the 
next few years

 » Afghans are angry about the way things are
 » I can no longer go back to my village because I am 

seen to have gone to the other side by working with 
an INGO and might be killed

 » Insecure, dangerous, uncertain and politically 
unstable – very little hope of any positive change

 » Life was better in the ‘good old days’ – access to 
communities, roads, freedom of movement was 
possible, but today concrete walls, guns and security 
dominate the areas where I used to walk and enjoy 
the freedom of talking to Afghans without suspicion 
and worry

 » Uncertain situation and not optimistic for my future in 
particular about security of my children and family

 » Very hopeless, full of fear
 » We don’t have any other option except to live in 

Afghanistan with our relatives, that is why we live 
here 
 

How would you describe the international 
community’s understanding of what it is like to 
live in Afghanistan today?

 »  For them it is a constant war zone with so many 
problems

 » I am disappointed that international community are 
not willing to know and understand the prevailing 
situation of today of my life

 » Poor provinces such as Bamyan, Badakhshan and 
others are left with less or no aid since they are 
somehow secure and all aid is going to the insecure 
provinces – so poor and secure provinces are 
ignored and most aid goes to the insecure provinces 
– whether it is effective or not is not taken under 
consideration.

 » See everything through security prism
 » See things through their ‘prison’
 » They have no idea what is it to live in a place like 

Afghanistan 
 

What are your long term ambitions and dreams 
for your life, family and friends?

 » What is an Afghan’s vision? I gave an honest 
response – I don’t know. If that 2014 timeline is 

affecting me, how can I think beyond this? America 
has put this date in the calendar which is limiting our 
visioning

 » End of 2014 is not the end of problem, but it’s the 
start for me and my children and I have a very bad 
experiences of past war

 » Freedom (a real democracy), take them out of 
hunger, thirst (poverty), educate them about 
their rights, encourage them to help themselves, 
encourage them to get education and so on ... social 
development and economic development is very 
important for my people

 » I want to remain in Afghanistan and work for my 
people and want my family to remain here but to be 
honest with the insecurity and uncertainty, I want to 
leave because I am worried about the future of my 
family

 » Live in peace and prosperity where there is no fear 
of suicides, no fear of unemployment, where my 
children can go to school without fear, where I can 
live happy with my family and friends

 » Live without fear in my country along with my family 
and friends

 » Take them out that they can study and live in a 
peaceful environment

 » Walk freely in the streets 
 

What does Afghanistan look like around 
December 2014?

 » Almost instant, long term and catastrophic conflict
 » Civil war
 » More than civil war in country and Pakistan, Iran and 

other countries’ troops will fight face to face here and 
clear their counts

 » No big change can be expected – there is so much 
regional politics around Afghanistan – it is even hard 
to predict what will happen the next day

 » People are learning from their past so things might 
get better if there is not interference from their 
neighbouring countries on their political issues

 » Situation may be worse than before 2001
 » Could be some optimism if the right decision is 

made. What is the right decision?
 » War economy will end by that time and lot of 

unemployment will be created
 » Uncertainty
 » We are uncertain, 2014 is unpredictable – looking 

to our past experience it looks like security will 
deteriorate and civil war will start

Conversation with Afghan professionals, and some internationals
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What are the big issues you must overcome in 
the meantime?

 » Building systematic capacity within the government 
to efficiently manage donors’ resources and lead 
development

 » Efficiently utilize donor support, learn from the past 
lessons and achieve priority specific results within 
the timeline

 » Financially capable to solve the problems
 » Insecurity, corruption, poor governance, uncertain 

political situation, poverty
 » Working cabinet should be separated from the 

political relationships to ensure ethnical balance and 
development is not compromised 
 

If you had 5 minutes with Andrew Mitchell or PM 
David Cameron, what is your most important 
request?

 » Understand Afghans and Afghanistan
 » Secure the country, fight corruption, poverty and 

social and gender inequality
 » Afghanistan needs an effective government, which 

cannot be built with the current politicians and people 
in power

 » Try to identify the right Afghans and work with them. 
Start work on helping democratic institutions grow 
so that they can slowly replace the old problematic 
Afghan politicians.

 » Define who are the right people
 » Listen to the right people – work out who they are
 » Create sustainable sources of livelihood
 » Empower employment
 » Focus on bringing in investment and supporting 

business enterprises
 » Avoid deadlines
 » Stay the course
 » Long term commitment to Afghanistan beyond 

2014 and make sure Afghans trust the international 
community will help them regardless of their political 
objectives

 » Read the beautiful reports 
 

... and why should they help?

 » For their own sake
 » If not, negative consequences – global risk, the 

virus will spread, human rights violations, and more 
importantly, all international help will go in vain/be 
lost

 » International obligations, UN mandate, human rights, 
global responsibility, helping the vulnerable

 » Long-term commitment to development
 » Terrorism doesn’t just occur in insecure provinces
 » To avoid incidents such as 9/11 and making the 

world less insecure
 » To bring democracy and peace as democracies do 

not go to war against democracies ... so it would be 
a benefit to all (world)

 » To secure Afghanistan so that it would bring security 
to the region and world

 » Why not????????????????

Conversation with Afghan professionals, and some internationals



Annex 4
Conversation with …
Afghan business people
6-7 September 2011
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Participants were invited to discuss a number of key 
questions amongst themselves in their preferred language 
(in this case Dari or Pashto), and anonymously capture 
the flow of the conversation as it unfolded, using a system 
of wirelessly connected netbooks called the TEAMWIN 
Collaborator. The questions were structured in terms of the 
pathway ahead (based on the TEAMWIN Journey Metaphor), 
and the group reviewed, developed and categorised their 
inputs into common themes to shape the discussion as it 
progressed. Each bullet point in this transcript is a direct 
input from participants, edited only for spelling.

TRANSCRIPT FROM NETBOOKS
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Afghan business people

Describe to the international community what it 
is like to run a business in Afghanistan today

 » Afghan businesses are being blamed for not very 
good work because they are being restricted in 
their movement due to being under same security 
parameters as the international contractor

 » Afghan businessmen are not too happy, because the 
big projects are always given to foreign companies, 
but foreign companies don’t have ability to work 
in Afghanistan’s different provinces; then the 
foreign companies give the projects to Afghan local 
companies by subcontract with the lowest cost. 
The benefits that Afghan companies gained is just 
learning an experience of how to write proposals, etc

 » Afghan people are making own personal work – the 
owner of a company doesn’t have any idea about 
that

 » Afghan people are not happy about the road and 
construction projects; Afghan people need basic 
projects such as factories, agriculture projects, 
electrical dams, mine industries, because this kind of 
project finds the job for the people; from other side 
we have income and profit for our country

 » Afghanistan government does not have control
 » Afghanistan government may not have full control in 

all situations
 » Again we come to the security – if a businessman 

in this situation does trade, he is the one who won’t 
waste it’s money

 » All business in Afghanistan is in a bad situation, like 
there is lack of support from government as well as 
international community

 » All business system in Afghanistan has much 
difficulty because all companies not have experience

 » All businesses need good marketing
 » All people afraid from fear, for this reason they 

collected unlawful money from different way
 » All projects given to company by money, but not 

according to lawful bidding
 » Business in Afghanistan needs a security and stable 

situation, but unfortunately we don’t have a stable 
Government, and international community’s roles to 
support business

 » Business is much poor, security problem is creating 
difficulty

 » Business is not easy because there is no security
 » Corruption and security is a problem for both male 

and female but we encourage it because we do not 
raise voice and we are always looking for short cuts 
– let’s stop giving money

 » Depends on the future

 » Doing business is good but in Afghanistan there is lot 
of ups and downs

 » During the past three decades Afghanistan had lots 
of disasters in every sector especially in business – 
there were no investors in private and governmental 
sectors as well

 » Engineers are not thinking of the future – they 
are buying lower quality materials and pocketing 
money for themselves which then leads to poor 
construction, and danger for labourers

 » From 2002 till 2011 there is many improvement 
in Afghanistan, and I think most of the people 
understand war is not solution to live together to do 
business

 » Government doesn’t pay the money for the project at 
the specific time – we have this problem

 » Government of Afghanistan helps our business 
through security

 » Great challenges due to corruption and security 
problems in the country

 » I also run an NGO both here and in Pakistan – we 
get treated badly by the international military e.g. we 
were well positioned to take a contract, and then the 
military accused us of having links to the Taliban, so 
they gave the business to some other company – it 
was not true, but we couldn’t defend ourselves

 » I have the resources to manufacture such items 
such as clothing, furniture, electronics and other 
equipment which are required and wanted by our 
police and army and our beloved people, and I have 
the experience and capability to export these assets 
to foreign countries

 » I like to do business in Afghanistan facing millions 
of problems and one problem forces me to learn 
more new things – as an old saying goes, making 
a mistake opens 100 other doors to overcome any 
single problem. So we all knew this that business 
in Afghanistan has a lot of problems but facing the 
problems is the act of brave – facing one problem 
removes and rebuilds new system for upcoming 
generations

 » If the security problems being like present or 
improves the future will be dark so in this case there 
is risk for business traders and reconstruction of our 
homeland

 » If you want to do business in Afghanistan you have to 
have a strong relationship to get a project

 » Importing from Pakistan to Torkhan border has 
many problems with security, customs clearance – 
they change the products and huge delays at the 
border. Also in Herat they are not clearing properly. 
People are making their own personal customs – the 
Government is not running this! They take money for 
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Afghan business people

themselves and making their own ideas about how 
containers can come in

 » In Afghanistan there is a big problem of security – 
that is why no one can invest in Afghanistan – there 
is not any surety, insurance or guarantee for the 
business man and women

 » In first stage they need to develop the government 
of Afghanistan, make very well governance for 
Afghanistan, that may give chance for Afghan 
investors to come from other countries to work and 
invest here in Afghanistan

 » It is not so easy to handle it as we could in the past
 » Main reason of starting business in Afghanistan is 

to provide the job facility to the Afghan widow and 
provide them with a better life to stay and to feed 
their beloved children; the other reason there will be 
a good income

 » Mine problem in Afghanistan is the security for 
business

 » No honour in business in Afghanistan – I mean, when 
a person wants to trade like construction, roads, 
etc so they can’t go further honestly because the 
companies want their own benefit – no benefit to the 
people

 » Nothing is stable, everything depends on situations, 
time, market, Governments

 » Now in Afghanistan projects which are achieved 
do not have good quality because for given project 
from donor company have much problem like grant 
payment because company are poor so the grant 
money are problem, also day by day the security 
situation going to bad

 » Now we are facing security problems especially in 
north side so we cannot work easy these areas

 » Numbers of company directors are not specialists 
and are illiterate

 » Numbers of donors from foreign companies take 
money from hundreds of Afghans for contracting of 
project; for this reason need international controlling

 » Numbers of monitors are not honest – when 
companies are awarded Government contracts, they 
ask for money from the companies

 » People are taking cuts everywhere from our trade
 » Relationships are important, then qualifications to do 

business in Afghanistan
 » Security is one of the major problems, capacity 

building and lack of resources – mostly orientation 
and workshops are conducted in English

 » Security problem – we can’t work easily in some 
provinces of Afghanistan e.g. Kandahar, Helmand, 
etc

 » Some of them are corrupted in issuing of the projects
 » Some people who they live in foreign countries and 

have good knowledge they not come to Afghanistan 
because of the security problem also now going of 
specialist person to foreign country not stopped

 » They blame the Afghan government but themselves 
are corrupted and do corruption

 » They don’t care for the business community in 
Afghanistan

 » They think of their people here
 » They wanted the thing which they got, now they may 

not care!!!!
 » This a great time to do business as there are many 

opportunities at present in Afghanistan due to the 
international community pumping great amounts of 
funds in the country to finance rehabilitation projects

 » Up to now not the ring road in Afghanistan is 
not completed, national products are problem in 
Afghanistan e.g. dairy. Everything is being imported 
from Pakistan, Iran, Tajikistan

 » Very poor human resource management in the 
government ministries, which create problem for 
the Afghan businessman e.g. custom office for the 
custom clearances and some other issues

 » We are paralysed in business; we need to engage 
social media, create our own Arab Spring

 » We are providing different logistic items for both ANA 
(afghan national army) and Afghan National Police), 
mostly clothing items such as field jacket, balaclava, 
neckgator, socks, tools and it has been almost 8 
years that we are working and providing, we mostly 
import the raw materials and deliver to more than 12 
provinces. We are producing furniture and supplying 
for most of the US army camps (for instance Camp 
Eggers, Camp Phoenix) so it should be mentioned 
that we have much experience with providing and 
manufacturing of these items 
 

How would you describe the international 
community’s understanding of what it’s like?

 » Here is not stable market for investment on 
permanent business

 » Internationals see our problems on the ground, but 
what do they do?

 » Understanding is good – the international community 
makes it easy to do business

 » Very poor – they think it is easy for us to do business
 » Weak – they don’t understand the nature of business 

in Afghanistan, plus they don’t know what they 
should invest mostly
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Afghan business people

Describe the differences between being 
a businessman and businesswoman in 
Afghanistan

 » Agree that it would be great to be treated equally, 
and yes, there’s nice philosophical/poetry about 
the Prophet’s wives, etc, but this is not the reality in 
Afghanistan

 » As a woman working in Afghanistan and doing a 
business – which needs you to go around and find a 
market for your business – people are not that easy-
going with ladies – it’s hard

 » for them to deal with men while wanting a project for 
the company, because of corruption and as well as 
people taking your words other way round in order to 
support you

 » As a woman I want my business to be globalized 
and expanded to international society, I want my 
business to be well known among the international 
business owners, every woman has a dream 
of expansion of her business and work to be 
recognized and well known among the famous 
people around the world so the world could 
recognize her efforts as an afghan woman being that 
capable of big business while going through a lot of 
problems in the society

 » Being a businessman in Afghanistan is very easy 
to go around the country and implement the project 
but for women it’s never that easy going around the 
remote areas in the country and do business – it 
always causes them to lose projects and contracts

 » Big problem in Afghanistan not like any other country 
because this is a religious country – if a woman goes 
to a company to get the project people will think 
something else because she is a woman and there’s 
lots of other problems too

 » Businessman in Afghanistan means lion and rule the 
jungle, while businesswomen mean walk in jungle 
with millions of dangers without any support. And we 
notice they are hunted by different ways some time 
fall from mountain sometimes drown in river and 
eaten by animal

 » Cultural and family problems also differ from men
 » Doing business in Afghanistan today is very 

challenging because of security issues and also 
women are not allowed or given that much of 
receiving projects and contracts

 » Economic conditions also differentiate the women 
businesses from businessmen

 » From the past few years women had started doing 
business here and in Afghan society business by the 
women is new and as it seems from the start it is 
going normal and we hope this difference should be 

totally eliminated in the coming future
 » Gateways for the resolution of the concerns and 

issues should be in a form of network where 
businesses have one voice

 » Good news for women because in Afghanistan there 
are lots of NGOs for women’s rights – give lots of 
project for them but they are not giving for men but 
also some places or donor is available to her – when 
you pay money they will give the project for you

 » In reality there shouldn’t be any difference between a 
businessman and a businesswoman – unfortunately 
in Afghanistan we are facing challenges because of 
being different

 » Justice has been ruined by culture ethic, so women 
face big problem and always treated different. No 
tax exemptions are granted to them and all outside 
country import comes by other country so no tax 
imposed on them.

 » Men and women all have these corruption problems 
– sugar cane example of many levels you have 
to reach to get the sweetness … but women have 
it harder due to cultural reasons, we cannot work 
and operate like men, women have a lot of sexual 
harassment

 » Men have always been in business in our country 
and women are just entering in this world. Our culture 
has always kept women out of commerce, and for 
this to happen it will take many years for us women to 
iron out all our challenges

 » My client portfolio must be 50% women-based 
companies as suppliers, distributors and consultants. 
My ambition is covering many areas around me 
such as gender issue, security, corruption, inferiority 
complex and easy access to many opportunity. At 
end I wish to see many business competitors as 
female-based companies with my own company at 
2045 industrial market

 » They can’t attend and could not travel outside from 
the capitals of the provinces

 » When we are talking about gender, we mean the role 
of male and female in one society – when both have 
equal role in society, so we should remove this idea 
of women and men in Afghanistan business – let’s 
make them both think as same creature and work 
together for removing all the problems we have

 » With the NATO and ISAF troops leaving the Afghan 
Army and Afghan Police have the capacity and 
capability to keep the situation in peace – there will 
be ever more and better opportunities to operate and 
expand our business in other sectors and work and 
provide Afghan jobs, mostly and specifically to the 
Afghan women – most of the business had already 
developed they are able to operate
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 » Woman in business in Afghanistan is not that 
educated, and while dealing for business, they find it 
difficult to deal in international languages or to write 
proposals – this is a major issue in getting contracts

 » Women are always seen in small businesses 
because they haven’t approach on big capitals and 
they never go to the local markets and haven’t had 
much knowledge about marketing

 » Women are considered the weaker sex in 
Afghanistan culturally, and now we have come and 
entered the business world, and we are competing 
with men. These are the challenges we will have 
to face because they don’t want us to be involved. 
So men will use sexual harassment. And yes, some 
women do use this to get business, but that is a very 
small percentage. The majority of us do have it hard 
and are entering into an unknown world. We have 
been employees in the Government in the past, but 
now we are in big business. I was the first woman to 
have a construction business in 2003. People asked, 
who is she to give orders? I would say, I’m the one 
who pays your salaries. We have to pay bribes, we 
are sexually harassed, and constantly feel belittled 
everywhere.

 » Women business can’t access all governor offices
 » Women get several problems re security – 

unaccompanied women. Some time some business 
will be carried out by force which couldn’t be possible 
for women to do smooth business in Afghanistan. It’s 
not only with governmental figures but also found in 
international communities in Afghanistan especially in 
far provinces

 » Women only limited to centres of the provinces – 
could not go out in harsh places for doing business

 » Women sometimes get asked for bribes, like men, 
but also other things which are not acceptable 
 

What are your long term ambitions and dreams 
for your business?

 » 100% safe environment to expand our business and 
provide job facility to the Afghan people

 » Able to work in the whole provinces of Afghanistan 
and grow our business to be so big and 
internationally like with Iran, Pakistan, and other 
countries

 » Become great again
 » Boumi (my company) is trademarked internationally 

and therefore it will produce internationally. However, 
the first priority is to make Boumi-Afghanistan a 
success. Boumi will have its own shops in Europe as 
well as US in the next five years. It will provide jobs 

for over 2000 Afghans. Boumi is currently partnering 
with Butterfly Works from Netherlands and we are 
looking to partner with other international design 
companies to pursue our dream.

 » Business stands and gets developed by the peace, 
no corruption and great security

 » Doing business without security issues, Afghanistan 
Government issues , stable market

 » Donors and government help with the business man 
or woman to get courage to forward their business – 
the government should reduce their corruption and 
the donor should support all small business men and 
women

 » Dreams are good but if we make it true it will be 
useful for our country and business

 » Every person establishes a company and want to 
improve and succeed in the world of business – to 
complete this dream eliminate the insecurity and 
corruption conflict and many bad opportunities

 » Get advantage from bad condition and situation 
running in Afghanistan and reach our business on top 
level for tomorrow

 » Get rid of hand-outs, stand on our own to compete, 
and get ownership of the country – a love for 
it, not for ourselves to line our pockets to buy 
houses and live in Europe. The problem with us 
is that our vision doesn’t go beyond our nose. It’s 
important for Afghans to realise we need to get rid 
of our selfishness, establish the groundwork for 
Government institutions and beat the gangsterism

 » Good governance needs qualified people who are out 
of the country so pray they come and fix this SXXX 
for us

 » Good government chosen by the people for the 
people means we will have an environment to 
operate well – good governance, rule of law, open 
international markets to our country where we can 
compete

 » Government in place that really has been chosen 
by the people, not imposed on us, and good rule of 
law. If these two factors are in place, the international 
community can look at us a bit more seriously and we 
can compete internationally

 » Govt doesn’t meant to run our business but operate 
system for us and impose good rule upon us – if we 
not agree let’s raise our voice and don’t think of cost, 
colour and nation – be one and open ways for our 
opportunities, find/give work and survive well for us 
and for others

 » Have our own capitals – resources for doing business 
in the future in Afghanistan

 » Having a great security and best policy in our 
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beautiful Afghanistan and we should do our business 
under very safe conditions

 » I want my children to run my business internationally 
in the future

 » If we will not develop our business from today, we 
cannot move to the future (one of our scholars 
says don’t “laft today as if there is no tomorrow”); 
corruption is everywhere –reason is that people are 
working together, especially in customs

 » In peace where humans can operate in different fields 
– construction, rehabilitation, pharmacy, and bring 
other different technology inside Afghanistan

 » My business is growing and I provide enough job 
opportunities to our people

 » My business will be growing and become an 
international company

 » My dreams from childhood is to having a great 
company with a lot of facilities buildings ... oh just a 
nice life

 » No powerful hand in the project and the project 
divided for all small companies according to their 
specialism or section

 » Not paying corruption bribes any more
 » Our business on the top of the country leading 

companies – we need to have our own machineries, 
construction materials and our own local products

 » See our business in Afghanistan reach up to big 
businesses in construction, production and pharmacy

 » Smaller business community cannot really influence 
the Government so what should we do? How are we 
going to survive and work and do what we have to do 
– we need to be more realistic

 » Start as an international business
 » We all want to do well and to have our country out of 

this black hole, where gangster and warlords run the 
country

 » We are hopeful for the future of Afghanistan and our 
business, but if the security situation and the political 
situation don’t get better our business dream will not 
be a fact and we will need more help and cooperation 
of the international community and international 
security forces

 » With peace in our country we can get higher 
education to improve or make our business big

 » World sees us as a country that would like to be part 
of the greater international community, serious about 
our reputation in the international community, where 
we are considered reliable partners to do business 
with – we need to get rid of the culture of thugs and 
gangsters 
 

Afghan business people
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What does it look like around December 2014 
for your business?

 » Afghanistan is unpredictable and difficult to project to 
2014 and beyond. I am not too worried about beyond 
2014. In fact, if I worry, I will not be able to work.

 » Afghanistan will return back to 1992 situation
 » After 2014 the situation will be worse than now
 » All these questions will come down to security
 » Anticipation or prediction is not going to be accurate, 

but I say there won’t be any big issue to put us 
in negative way and our people already know to 
continue their own life mostly in a peaceful condition, 
specially their business and investment

 » At the time of the Taliban we managed to operate 
our business, so we are quite used to difficulties. We 
will work on our agriculture and work on our carpet 
business.

 » Bad economic situation in Afghanistan, bad job 
opportunity

 » Drought will continue to be a problem for our 
agriculture

 » End of funds and donation, but there might be some 
funds coming up after 2014

 » Everything will collapse unless there will some 
betterment seen in Governmental sectors. It will 
open some ways to do good businesses.

 » I hope to start e-commerce business but the problem 
is that since my business is not that famous because 
it is not popular, I wish for a good marketing strategy 
so that I can promote my business through other 
famous business’s website

 » If Afghanistan doesn’t have local income and exports 
2014 will be the same like past so the business will 
remain the same or lower and we think that it will be 
very difficult to come out from this much difficulties

 » If we have the current situation in the future, like 
having corruption in the government and security 
problems, there will be no hope; at current time we 
have some International Community support through 
the funds for projects, but by transition there will be 
no funds and Afghanistan will face same problem as 
Iraq

 » Less job opportunity, equal poverty, then WAR again
 » Many problems regarding security if the political 

situation stays the same with the government policy 
in regards to the Taliban

 » Maybe all companies’ work will be stopped – are 
maybe weak since up to now not build which project 
that benefit for our fear, like product companies

 » My business has expanded and I am competing 
among the international business people ... but as 

the question itself says it’s only a prediction because 
we don’t know what December 2014 will bring to 
Afghanistan’s situation

 » My business will fail and we will have nothing but 
war, and if in a country be such kind of situation so 
there will be no name of business

 » No business and anything else, just war
 » No business, no job, no opportunity, just a jungle like 

before and a good business is that to rescue you and 
escape to other country

 » No contracts with PRT and other international 
organization and bad security means Afghan people 
leave the country and no skilled people left

 » Our agriculture could be completely destroyed or we 
could have a mining industry – we don’t know!

 » Our business will reach to make a network with 
international communities and will transform the 
communication and coordination through electronic 
business

 » People try to move business and investment out of 
Afghanistan

 » Recently in local market AK47 price increased from 
50,000 to 70,000 afs. I asked my friend what is the 
reason – in half an hour Taliban can easily capture 
Kabul (by entering Loger, Wardak, Kapisa) in 2014 
when NATO leaves the country. So I personally 
pray that the dark time passes quickly because all 
men and female both invest their capital, hard work, 
expertise and time.

 » Refugee influx will change things
 » Transition period is the opportunity for the 

international community to invest in business – 
but after this, we will have very bad conditions. 
Government will interfere with business and there 
is no security. If businessmen have money, they will 
transfer it overseas

 » We cannot depend on the international community to 
do everything for us – we still need to maintain our 
businesses at whatever costs, even if they leave

 » We cannot tell you if it would be better, worse, or the 
same – we don’t know until we know the institutions 
will improve or not

 » We do not know what will happen in Afghanistan
 » We do not know what will happen in the world and 

Afghanistan but if the situation will be fine then we 
will expand our business 
 
 
 
 
 

Afghan business people
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What are the big issues you must overcome by 
December 2014?

 Security
 »  Afghan business will never invest in Afghanistan 

while bad security
 » Afghan businessmen are investing outside of 

Afghanistan because of the security – how can we 
encourage them to invest in Afghanistan?

 » Businessmen are getting kidnapped in the presence 
of Afghanistan government

 » Especially south of Afghanistan delivery without 
escort is not possible and with escort also 50% is 
dangerous e.g. many trucks have been burned in the 
Kabul-Kandahar way

 » Government army is not enough for saving security 
so need much military personnel

 » If no security there will be no business at all
 » If we have security issues, political issues and 

corruptions like in current situation in Afghanistan, 
there will be no great hopes after transition

 » In 2010 we got a project of runways in Helmand and 
the Taliban gave our team warning to leave the work 
and the province and they also kidnap our three 
persons (after paying them money they have been 
rescued)

 » Main and biggest issue is security
 » Most of the projects from the international community 

are without insurance for the staff
 » Need political security from Taliban and government 

is also weak to solve this problem
 » No security
 » Not any support and opportunities of security for the 

Afghan businessman
 » Our businesses are facing security issues that is big 

problem in upcoming 20 years
 » People are much poorer and not have job because 

they destroyed security and kidnapped people for 
money

 » Security
 » Security is big issue
 » Security issues, political issues, war with Taliban – 

made the business opportunities so weak. If we have 
the security issues and government corruption in 
presence of the international community, how will we 
have hopes of change for better in the future? This 
is true that Afghans can rebuild their own country 
by themselves but the political war and the hand 
of some countries for the political view will make it 
destroyed.

 » The big problem in Afghanistan is security – there is 

no any guarantee for businessman to invest money 
here

 » To deliver our good’s to any provinces we have to 
pay 30% of the expenditure of the security people

 » To save myself from the Taliban!!!
 » Today in Kunduz province one project failed due to 

UN acceptance of foreign. So now they give that 
project to government and they are working without 
any danger because local people are working. So 
international community must change their strategy 
and re-plan each and every thing.

 » We are paying too much money every month to 
escort our trucks on supply projects on highways of 
Afghanistan, but everyone know it is just a business

 » We should also think about our life in the sense that 
after 2014 maybe we are in danger and our business 
will go down

 » When a project is awarded in a province we can’t 
forward construction material, machinery and 
labour and we can’t be on the site due to Taliban 
security problems like killing, kidnapping, firing on 
the company’s properties, machinery, businessmen 
traders and labourers

 » When we get awarded the project e.g. construction, 
road and building in some zones of Afghanistan or 
in the place of Taliban, the project will be unsecure, 
the staff will be unsecure and the equipment will be 
unsecure and we will make loss in implementing the 
project

 » When we get the project in Taliban zone area they 
will kidnap the staff of the project and destroy the 
equipment 

 Corruption & Justice
 »  40% of the money is coming to the foreign pockets 

and 30% goes for those people who are giving the 
project and 30% to those companies finishing the 
projects

 » Company in Logar escaped with about $3-4 million
 » Corruption at the customs is a huge problem – 

traders don’t trust customs
 » Corruption is not only in Afghanistan it’s also in 

outsiders. The country who donated also send 
people to work and watch out the donation, but 
still they are sometimes taking bribes and go with 
favourites.

 » Everybody knows about the justice but come and 
let’s talk about the how can we improve it and 
support the Afghan companies

 » Foreigners are not supporting the Afghans and 
Afghan companies – they didn’t work for Afghans – 
things they did are for themselves e.g. they made 

Afghan business people
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roads because of their vehicles
 » Foreigners are sometimes getting kick-backs of up to 

$2 million
 » Foreigners who are spending here are getting four 

times more than they spend, but they didn’t give us 
a chance to develop companies here, the program 
which we participating now was better to be held 10 
years before

 » In Afghanistan, business community has to become 
involved in politics because unless we change the 
government to a functioning government, we will not 
survive

 » In order to stop bribery, we have to stop paying 
bribes

 » Many problems because there isn’t any clear system 
for the taxes; besides, they would like to take 
corruption directly instead of finishing your work and 
this will damage our work system

 » Most foreign companies are not believing the 
Afghans e.g. I was in Bagram talking to a Korean 
company. They asked me, what language I 
spoke and I told him Pashto. They said, if you are 
Pashtoon, we can’t give you the project.

 » Most of the time foreign companies win the projects 
and then again the work is being done by Afghan

 » No justice – all projects contracted by money and 
corruption and political way

 » No justice in business in Afghanistan – we take 
a project from internationals, and when we go to 
deliver they don’t let us develop

 » People are 100 per cent not dealing honestly – they 
are always corrupting

 » People who don’t believe us say the problem is that 
we don’t work properly

 » Some time Afghan companies are getting the first 
instalment of mobilization money and they don’t work 
and go

 
Customers & Projects
 »  Afghan company can’t get big projects
 » ‘Afghan First’ – all companies in Afghanistan don’t 

share with foreign company – our business stops 
when they leave because we rely on the international 
community for business

 » Army projects should be converted to our building 
companies which will create job opportunities

 » Currently PRTs are the customers and last night the 
President said that PRTs should be closed. Then 
the only customer will be Government which is very 
corrupt. For example any project from government 
means the businessman should pay half of it to the 
government official for monitoring.

 » Dealing with NATO gives us experience for dealing 
and doing business/joint ventures with international 
companies

 » Foreign companies can do good documentation 
which Afghan companies can’t do

 » I think this is not true that Afghan companies are not 
share with foreign companies, because as we know 
most of the projects are coming from donors, and 
they are foreigners

 » International Community did not work for the solid 
opportunities of business and job opportunities for 
Afghan, so we have a current time from 2011 till 
2014 to develop the factories that can develop the 
job opportunities for the people

 » International community do not trust Afghan 
businessman and companies

 » International community will spend less so we must 
find new customers

 » Khost/Gardez project – $200 million US military 
project bid for by Afghan construction company but 
given to an international company – why?

 » Not much more big construction projects??
 » Our big customer is PRT and if there is no PRT we 

need new customer
 » Our current customers are international in 

Afghanistan and outside. If they leave, my business 
will suffer.

 » Prime contracts – Afghans are now the lead, with 
President Obama’s policy, but if the international 
community leaves, insecurity will cause us to lose 
that lead i.e. reverse the progress made in the last 
couple of years.

 » Problem of Afghan companies is language and 
very recently English is becoming the organization 
language

 » Size of project is much importance and donors give 
much money to contractors – but big projects should 
be built in Afghanistan

 » Some of the international community make 
difference between Afghans like the Americans 
make difference between Pashtun and Tajik, like the 
Korean make difference which affect business and 
business development

 » They think the quality of work will be weak in 
implementation

 » We can’t find good customer until we have good 
international business partner

 » We don’t have a big project
 » While the contractor or the POC is replaced they 

have to introduce at least their replacement and it is 
customer to rule as a bridge between the company; if 
they didn’t introduce their replacement person there 

Afghan business people
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will be problem in most of the payment 

National industry
 »  If we are not able to purchase raw material from 

Pakistan, we will also not survive
 » If we don’t have proper shipping companies with 

good prices, we will not be able to export
 » Many Afghan carpet weaving companies making 

different kind of carpets – after 3 years USID gave 
expense of businessmen to join international 
domotex exhibitions and Dubai

 » Need long term projects and factory to stop foreign 
country import materials like agriculture products

 » Only our factories and our own products can develop 
business opportunities for Afghans; this will bring 
change and will bring the opportunities of jobs

 » The challenges will remain the same for a very long 
time. We will work to establish a better management 
and focus on production for local market as well as 
international market. However, to resolve the issues 
of raw material, transport or management, it will take 
years beyond 2014.

 » We have a lot of factories which are stopped by now; 
we want international sources to come and invest in 
those factories and companies

 » We have handicraft businesses but we don’t have 
the company providing us the raw material, so for 
that we import the raw materials from outside to 
overcome this problem

 » We have lands but we don’t have water for lands
 » We have products but don’t have international 

markets
 » We have raw material and it’s being exported to 

other countries and they make it into products and 
then sell it back to us 

Competition
 »  Afghanistan used to produce beautiful cotton and 

now the factories are not functioning because we 
cannot compete with Pakistan and China. It is a long 
story. Again, it is the WTO issue.

 » Afghans don’t understand the concept of 
‘competition’

 » Cannot compete with China
 » Free market economy is not working for us – it 

is going to be very costly to absorb the costs in 
our community of production. With China on our 
doorstop and their cheap products, this market does 
not work here.

 » If a product comes from or is made in Afghanistan 
no one will buy it because the cost will be high, but 
products from China that do not have quality are 

bought because they are cheap
 » It is quite difficult in Afghanistan because the raw 

material and other resources are supposed to be 
imported and meanwhile the other company comes 
with their useless goods and our goods have good 
quality, but mostly the people prefer the foreign 
goods

 » Unfortunately in Afghanistan there is not any positive 
competition, because if a company wants to compete 
with another company he will use force or any other 
negative force or kill

 » We are worried that we will not be able to operate 
because inexpensive products are coming from 
China, Iran and Pakistan. This is a very big and 
important issue if we want small Afghan businesses 
to survive.

 » We have had a socialist system for the past 50 years 
and suddenly a free market economy is not suitable 
for Afghanistan.

 » We must work with competitor, we have to know the 
theme of our competitors and also know their mind, 
nature of business, etc, to help us to work with them 
and also overcome in any project or business 

Investment & Finance
 » All over the world the place to save our money is 

bank, but unfortunately if corruption comes the 
bank will invest all its money in foreign countries, 
especially in Dubai

 » All system of banking in Afghanistan is weak – all 
have information re infamous name of Kabul Bank

 » All the investors will take out their money from 
Afghanistan

 » Banking system is not reliable like Kabul Bank is 
governmental now, and they charge us

 » Businessmen are still believing in the hawala system 
because they are trustworthy

 » Camp Eggers and other military staff are not paying 
on time although most of my Afghan company had 
the best financing system

 » Hawala system is cheaper and if you deposit 
$100,000 you can withdraw on the same day, but 
bank is not giving you more than $10,000

 » If the bank invests money in Afghanistan in factories 
or companies the financial system of Afghanistan will 
be good

 » Lack of investment in our businesses
 » Lots of problems in finance
 » One thing which is very important in investment is 

banking in Afghanistan – the rate of interest is very 
high and not like other countries’ good banking 
system

Afghan business people
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 » People still like the hawala system because it’s more 
reliable and helpful to people

 » Sometimes if you have money with hawala system 
and you require more then you have the saraf 
(money changer) to help us with excess

 » Traders and businessmen will invest out of the 
country because of security, corruption, lack of 
investment, lack of job opportunity, lack materials 
(construction and industrial), and high price of 
materials because most are imported

 » We can’t save money in home, so either save the 
money in bank or invest in property, but the price of 
property is risky

 » We must have advanced financing system, Quick 
book, etc like Egg pack. And our report must be 
standard. Beside that we must have easy access to 
finance.

 » We need sufficient budget and investment from 
banks and international organizations

 » When you are running business you need many 
things, lot of investment and new customers 

Government
 » Afghan businesses will not survive unless Afghan 

government enforces regulations. We don’t need 
WTO. We need import regulations so Afghans can 
produce for local market.

 » Afghan Government will be awarded MOI and MOD; 
it would be bad for qualified companies

 » Everyone hates the government
 » Funds will go in the pocket of the government Mafia
 » Give us the money directly and the Government 

won’t be able to steal it
 » Government is having problem currently with 

corruption since the international community is here
 » Government is much weak and not have good 

systems – this regime is sick – need for changing
 » Government not able to help company
 » Government staff selection not have plan and 

specialist person not have good salary in the 
government so they go outside –Social Community 
Development is capacity building program in 
governance for Government personnel, funded by 
USAID – unfortunately the funds got stopped on this 
institute for the human resource capacity building

 » Government workers are sleepers
 » If the international community leaves Afghanistan in 

2014 and the money they contribute to Afghanistan 
goes to government budget, no one is there to 
oversee it

 » In government there in no one in the right job for 

right person
 » Mafia inside the government who manage the funds 

e.g. international community $200 million project 
subcontracted to Indian company for $85 million, 
then given to Afghan company for $30 million

 » Our government is not in a situation to take care of 
all the issues by itself – they need more capacity 
building 

Staff & Management
 » Afghan companies are very weak in staffing and 

management, preferring to hire family members
 » Afghans are ‘traders’ rather than ‘business 

managers’
 » Big problem is foreign staff e.g. in every company 

or organization you see all the staff are Pakistani, 
Indian, Nepalese, Philippine, so money goes to the 
pockets of donors, NGO CEOs or staff and a little 
money will come for Afghan staff

 » Capacity training programs for the Afghans
 » Companies who are working in Afghanistan don’t 

believe the Afghan staff
 » If we have good and qualified staff we can get good 

project and enhance my income
 » Most need capacity building programs for Afghans
 » Need long term training and capacity building project 

in Afghanistan
 » Other problem is foreign expats who come and work 

in Afghanistan with aid agencies e.g. in Ministry of 
Agriculture, Irrigation and Livestock there is $100 
million HLP project of which DAI took $40 million in 
consultancy services for designing and formation of 
this project, so these people are coming and getting 
large amount back to their country

 » Since last time all our qualified and specialist 
personal are outside Afghanistan or died; need time 
to fill that vacancy and much need for workshops 
and fresh courses

 » Staffing is one of the important rules in business; 
I think without good management we can’t handle 
projects

 » Staffing is very important in business; unfortunately 
some company owners don’t have capacity or 
knowledge of staffing – there is need to hold capacity 
building workshops

 » We must bring merit-based recruitment, have skill, 
know world standard, avoid nepotism and watch for 
their needs like training and workshop

 » We need more training and education for our staff 
 

Afghan business people
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Afghan business people

Time
 »  We did have time – there were market surveys but 

the consultation is coming too late
 » We don’t have enough time to work this out
 » What can we do in 3 years? It is so late 

Being heard
 »  It is difficult to be in this meeting because we all 

have work to do and, as a business person, I believe 
time is money. I feel like I’m wasting time because 
the impact of these reports has never been felt by 
any of us and we have attended over 10000000 
conferences and meetings and provided information 
to the internationals for their reports.

 » Meetings should be run by Afghans. One Afghan 
business should be hired to gather information and 
voices of the Afghans, if the international community 
truly cares. Afghans should be preparing these 
reports and presenting to international community. 
One way to help is to have more respect for the 
Afghans and to show support rather than dictate or 
impose values. It is an adaptive challenge for the 
international community.

 » We as people of this country feel this is a waste 
of time and effort on our part to take part in these 
meetings ... same old ... same old.

 » We feel very disappointed with all these meetings 
and workshops as they have very little impact on 
those attending, whereas the people hosting the 
meetings and workshops charge very large fee to put 
them together.

 » We have participated in many conferences and 
never see any benefit.

 » We have wanted the international community to hear 
directly from the people.

 » Why has it taken so long for the international 
community to consult ordinary people like us? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What can the international community do to 
help?

 »  Bring change in the Government’s management
 » Bring transparency in protocols and contracting with 

Afghanistan businesses, to create alternatives for 
doing business in Afghanistan

 » Build agriculture, industrial factories, mines industry
 » Connect Afghan businessman with international 

businessmen through conferences for example in 
London and USA

 » Develop opportunities for Afghan businessman in 
importing and exporting of the products

 » Develop the knowledge of people in the 
management whom work for the companies

 » Do not transfer funds directly to the government of 
Afghanistan

 » Foreigners didn’t give chance to participate in 
international conferences

 » Foreigners didn’t give us a chance to come together 
to discuss our issues that we’ve been having. 
Someone should make them together, we have the 
problem of coming together.

 » Fund us for our damaged factories – provide 
opportunities for the businessman

 » Grow education, reconstruction, help our 
Government for better security

 » Hard work rather than sending money. Have direct 
contact with factories and local community. Improve 
their mentality and think what exactly we want. Help 
companies in their pilot stage.

 » Has done lots of help for Afghan people when we 
see all the rehabilitation of Afghanistan, all expense 
of government, etc, but they are benefiting because 
Afghanistan is a strategic country in Asia and there 
are lots of mines, etc in Afghanistan. No country, 
especially USA, comes here without benefit for them 
too

 » Help to rebuild old governmental companies
 » Help us come together and plan, discuss these 

issues at international conferences, or such like
 » I am very angry with the international community. 

They have misused, abused, and exploited Afghans. 
And I am angry with the taxpayer.

 » Invest and make development of Afghan-owned 
factories to develop more factories in Afghanistan

 » Invest in factories and develop the opportunities 
of jobs for the Afghan local people, who need to 
support their families by getting jobs

 » Invest in the stopped factories and companies of 
Afghanistan and re-start
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 » Invest or fund the factories or provide loans for the 
businessman to make Afghans stand on their own; 
then there will be huge opportunities for the people 
to work in Afghanistan

 » It is too late but should not use this as an excuse not 
to start or at least try

 » Joint organization with government of Afghanistan 
and international community e.g. AISA

 » Let’s come together and we Afghans should work 
together and make something to come together

 » Link us with international market and trust and help 
us in standardising our products and services. Help 
us in formation of countries important sectors; create 
more jobs by providing projects directly to local 
Afghan people.

 » Listen to the ordinary people of our country – stop 
getting advisors from abroad

 » Make a good coordination and cooperation between 
Afghanistan government and international community

 » Make organization to monitor the money
 » Manage a program for Afghan businessmen to give 

the funds directly to the Afghan businessman – funds 
go to the government there will be no chance to get 
them from the government

 » Manage the money which comes to Afghanistan and 
make plan before transfer it to Afghanistan and don’t 
pave the ground for those people to rob the money 
for themselves

 » Marketing development for the companies in 
international markets

 » Only thing international community can do for 
Afghanistan is donate security to Afghan government 
and let the Afghan businessmen to bid on and be 
awarded big projects, so the government will stand 
on one leg on security and local companies hire the 
jobless people

 » Opportunities for development of more factories 
that will help the Afghan nation for jobs and achieve 
peace

 » Promote the Afghan people for investment, establish 
local factories, promote and develop agriculture and 
industries – conduct seminars, workshops

 » Solve agriculture land, build factories, solve 
transportation system of Afghanistan for exporting 
fruits by air way transportation

 » Solve storage system for Afghanistan fruit product
 » Solve water supply system in Afghanistan
 » Specifically, at Boumi, we need capacity building 

for our management. I have been asking this for a 
long time but no one has paid attention. To survive, 
Boumi needs partnership with international design 
companies and distributors who will take us to 

international tradeshows and introduce us to the 
world. We have highest quality product in Afghanistan 
and I wonder what is holding them back from 
assisting? Boumi was recently at the British museum 
but that was because previous British ambassador’s 
wife, Mrs. Bridget Sherard, introduced us to the 
museum.

 » Spend the amount of the funds in right way in 
Afghanistan – research before spending money in 
Afghanistan

 » Stop getting advisors from abroad; we tell them 
things, and then they take our ideas, and then take 
credit and the pay packet. We are fed up with it.

 » Stop sending charity (donation) – if still they are 
interested and want to help and stop that fire 
reaching them, for God’s sake ask about your 
DXXXX money, keep eye on your donation, get full 
information, don’t take back much as salary expense 
and expat, etc – just stop killing tax payer and ask 
where and how the money was spent in our country

 » System for the management of budgets that 
Government can use once they leave, which will 
make business equitable and fair

 » Time to rebuild good management and end corruption
 » We appreciate international community about the 

reconstruction of Afghanistan; we have schools, 
paved roads, so and so

 » We are facing corruption in the construction sector. 
The Americans and Europeans are deeply involved 
this, they have their middle men who are civilians but 
in fact ex-military people.

 » Whole issue is person-to-person, not institution-to-
institution – and we can do it this way

 » Work on removing corruption and bring the 
opportunities for jobs to Afghans by development of 
the factories and some other opportunities

 » Work on the capacity building programs for Afghan 
businessman

 » We have to go outside into international market, must 
count as global and help us in improving our products 
directly. Must remove to gain back the money by 
name of expat, etc
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Why should they help?

 »  Afghan government will bring good life to them
 » Afghanistan is the heart of Asia and the international 

community had plan to develop it as centre of 
business for the world, which was getting the 
place of UAE in world trading – if the international 
community work for the development they will get 
good benefit of Asia business and Asia market

 » Afghanistan is the stream line for the economy and 
trade in the central Asia

 » Afghanistan lost everything during 20 years of war
 » Afghans are like a volcano – they’re either dormant, 

or erupting and killing each other
 » Being familiar with other technology and important 

methods to run the business in better way is a 
humanitarian aid because Afghanistan has passed 
almost three decades of ...

 » Bring peace in the world
 » Business is the future of Afghanistan
 » By helping Afghans the rest of the world will help 

them – Afghanistan was left behind after the fall of 
the Russians, and look what happened with 9/11

 » International problem burned Afghanistan so should 
be reconstructed by international help – first Russia 
has responsibility and then America and EU

 » Make better international relations
 » Make good and better strong relationship
 » Negative effect of opium throughout the world
 » No job, no peace
 » Once this situation comes to you, you will be able to 

feel it better
 » One day our problem will come to your country
 » Peace in Afghanistan means peace in the world
 » Terrorism that will destroy your country as well
 » Their life is in danger, they are facing 9/11, London 

bus bombing, etc, so be a watch-dog on their 
donation and work with us in every sector because 
they are the one who played very important role to 
help USA in 1980s and now they have to contribute 
... if not, maybe we are not in need but their life, their 
country and their economy will soon crash ... and the 
work they have done till now will vanish

 » We all shall face problems with security – people 
who have no hope for the future as far as their 
livelihood is concerned have nothing to lose – they 
can be absorbed into any movement that would be 
negative for people here in Afghanistan and the rest 
of the world

 » We are in an international war in Afghanistan – this 
is not an Afghan war. Afghans are becoming the 

victim of an international war once again. It is the 
responsibility of the international community to make 
sure Afghanistan will not fall into another war. Failure 
is not an option in Afghanistan. If we fail in this war, 
we give the key to the insurgents to do what they 
like in the world. If international community with over 
160,000 well trained army personnel cannot fight a 
few insurgents, there is something wrong. One of the 
ways to help is to help small businesses to succeed.

 » We have lost all the things and we would like to 
serve the people in this way and we should decrease 
our import items

 » We need their help and support since women have 
newly started business in the country and are in 
need of support by international sources

 » When there is no job they will join Taliban and stand 
against their own government

 » When they helped USA to remove USSR they now 
have to contribute and help in each and every sector

 » You have your own benefits in my country, otherwise 
God will show you one day



Annex 5
Conversation with …
Afghan National NGO workers
6 September 2011
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Partners of a British INGO in Afghanistan were encouraged 
to answer some of the same questions that were posed in a 
workshop setting with other groups, as a way to contribute 
to the conversation because they were unable to attend 
the workshops. The aim here is to represent their inputs 
verbatim; organisation names, however, have been removed.

TRANSCRIPT FROM EMAIL EXCHANGE
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Conversation with Afghan National NGO workers

What examples of UK aid have you personally 
experienced or know about?

 » Alternative livelihoods
 » ARTF (NSP); also support in terms of coordination 

through Badak development forum, otherwise no 
direct funding at all

 » Change management in MAIL
 » Civil society support including Tawanmandi
 » Counter narcotics
 » CTAP
 » Developing programmes and support through the 

ARD cluster
 » DFID consultants focus groups
 » DFID is now trying to support a project of change 

management that would be implemented in various 
ministries

 » DFID-funded AG programming in Helmand
 » Election assessment mission
 » FCO-funded economic appraisals
 » From working in DFID it seemed that most funding 

channeled through PRTs and stabilisation unit
 » Governance and development projects
 » Helmand Growth Programme
 » Helmand Monitoring and Evaluation Program
 » HRDAP (Helmand Rural Development and 

Agriculture Program)
 » Informal justice mapping assessment in Helmand
 » INVEST – vocational training in Helmand
 » Mostly focused on Helmand
 » NSP Community Development in Helmand Province
 » Over a long time I have worked with UK funded 

emergency projects, demining project, NGO 
supported projects, and government of Afghanistan 
projects; capacity building, training, has also been 
part of the experience

 » Peace Dividend Trust
 » Private sector development
 » Research on drivers of radicalization
 » Scholarships to Afghan students for masters degree 

(Chevining)
 » Training for business community
 » TVET
 » TVET partnership
 » UK aid is majorly involved in NSP project
 » What I have heard so far of UK’s aid in Afghanistan is 

the one done through DFID 

Looking back ... what lessons have you learned 
from past experience?

 Aid  distribution
 »  Aid distribution largely based on politics rather than 

needs (i.e. Helmand)
 » Aid is not really targeted to what people need and 

want and there is very little consultation with real 
Afghans. When Afghans are consulted they are 
always powerful influential people who have only 
their own interests at heart.

 » Blurring of lines between development and military 
through PRTs

 » Earmarking districts and provinces not considering 
other areas that are equally poor

 » Focus on winning hearts and minds over 
development priorities

 » Fund is not coordinated with official government 
budget to meet the need accurately

 » Fund is very politicized
 » Little attention has been paid to gender 

empowerment projects
 » Little research is done by DfID to identify REAL 

priorities
 » Negative impacts of single province selection on UK 

reputation and community confidence and support
 » Political decision making over needs-based
 » Programmes determined by ideology rather than 

practical needs
 » Programmes not needs-based but dictated by British 

military interests
 » Should be focus on priority projects which will help 

the Afghan people directly, but instead most of the 
donor projects including UK’s focus on short term 
solutions – should be equal attention to big and long-
term tangible projects

 » Some funds are problematic as not according to the 
need of specific project and the government is not 
able to plan it accurately since it’s less than need – at 
the end the fund is returned to donor

 » Theory that development can win heart and minds 
has proved wrong, particularly in areas where 
security is not good and there are more chances for 
corruption

 » UK aid office is militarized, representing themselves 
together with military at sub-national level (using 
military language and culture with local people)

 » UK fund is totally donor-driven instead of needs-
driven which makes it less efficient and effective. 
There still strong dependency of Afghan institutions 
on UK or any other donors. The donors are not 
perfectly aware of ground situation. In humanitarian 
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Conversation with Afghan National NGO workers

What examples of UK aid have you personally 
experienced or know about?

 » I have been working in the Community Rights 
Mobilization and Response project, which is a useful 
project. Through this project we have solved a lot 
of problems of women regarding their rights – the 
majority of our project women were illiterate and 
they did not know about their rights or how to submit 
their legally complaints to justice’s office. Through 
this project, women became organised, literate and 
brave – many of them returned their legal difficulty 
to justice offices, issues like marriage by force, 
and marriage of children (under 18 age), obstacles 
against a widow’s second marriage. This project is 
appreciated by Faryab province residents.

 » UK aid within 12 years is appreciable as by sound 
financial support of UK through our INGO partner 
we have been able to implement numerous 
emergency and development programs which 
resulted in the most major marginalised peoples 
accessing safe drinking water, protecting their 
homes by construction of protection wall, providing 
irrigation water through construction of Dams and 
rehabilitation of karizee with a positive impact as 
never before in the coverage areas.

 » We have implemented different projects funded by 
UK aids: 1) Emergency responses such as drought 
and cold mitigation, DRR Projects 2) Development 
projects such as livelihoods, safe drinking water 
supply, Environmental projects, cross-sectional 
issues such as advocacy, awareness, gender and 
health

 » As long as we know there have been projects on 
advocacy, peace building and conflict resolution, 
women affairs development 
 

What lessons have you learned from past 
experience?

 » Afghans need three kinds of supports from UK; 
infrastructure development, capacity building and 
provision of jobs by implementation of proper 
projects to prevent people from displacing and 
migration and help to stable peace and insure socio-
economic progress and education (Primary and High 
education)

 » In our British projects before when a need 
assessment carried out in a specific village they had 
three priorities: one - water supply, two - irrigation 
water, three - animal husbandry, but the donor only 
funded the first priority which is water supply. Our 
lesson learnt is to design the three priorities under 

a project/program ranked by the people during the 
need assessment. Only then can such programs 
bring changes in a village level.

 » How to change the emergency project to 
development programs.

 » Community contribution is essential in program 
sustainability.

 » Since working with these projects we have obtained 
higher level of capacity, learned about systems 
and mechanisms working with transparency 
and accountability. Besides, we learned about 
international standards such as HAP and SPHERE.

 » If the question is from the past experience with the 
UK aid agencies; I would like to brief it into some 
words that, the flexibility of the donors and support in 
building capacity of the partners is one the important 
aspects. 
 

What should the international community learn 
in preparation for 2014?

 » Last experiences are showed if the international 
support decreased or disrupted our country will be 
battered by terrorists and warlords and Afghanistan 
neighbouring countries, therefore International 
Community to learn about 2014 preparation need to:

 » Keeping good relation with all sides of Afghanistan 
case

 » Looking for Afghans real needs
 » Support Afghan military force and provide its needs
 » Funding to the which projects that projects be cause 

for stability and sustainability of Afghans socio-
economic status

 » Design and support project according Afghan needs 
no politic needs

 » Extending education opportunity in whole Afghanistan
 » Extension of Agriculture
 » Using and exploring underground recourse as mines 
 » Before 2014 the international community preparation 

should be focused on bringing peace in Afghanistan 
and the thinks should be considered that when we 
able to bring peace in Afghanistan to increase job 
opportunity by improving all sectors in Afghanistan 
such as Agriculture sector, health sector, social 
sector, economic sector and education sector. 
Further, proper coordination between Afghan 
Government and International community, in case 
of assistance, which is supposed to be donated by 
international community in all aspects. 

 » We believe that the grassroots of all problems can 
be resolved through political interference in regional 
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conflict of interests. Afghanistan has been the victim 
of conflict of interests of regional competition. 

 » The international community should lay there policies 
and strategies in coordination and consultancy with 
Afghan specialists living in Afghanistan and has 
actual experience of existing problems.

 » As far as I think, in every community development 
starts from the basics. As per me education and 
educating is the most important aspects. Secondly, 
poverty can lead people to violence, so provision of 
jobs, provision of vocational and educational facilities 
are important in terms of development. People can 
reach to their desires once there is good governance, 
so people will have the opportunity to think about 
their future and initiate the ways for a better life; 
despite the political facts that prevents development 
in Afghanistan. 
 

What is it like for you to live in Afghanistan 
today?

 » Proper job and peace and having education 
opportunity for children and young will be insuring 
our stay in Afghanistan 

 » We like to serve marginalized community, by 
implementing emergency and development 
programs could be able to reduce poverty. 

 » We are happy living in our country and serving our 
countrymen, but insecurity through insurgency has 
put our life in risk and there is not guarantee for 
living in complete security. Although we are hopeful, 
we have been suffering from long term war and 
instability.

 » Serving my people and country; despite all difficulties 
women face in Afghanistan. 
 

How would you describe the international 
community’s understanding of what it is like to 
live in Afghanistan today?

 » Afghanistan people are tolerating many difficulties 
and adversities from war during more than 32 
years all infrastructures are destroyed, lack of skill, 
knowledge, financial resources are main obstacles 
against Afghanistan progress, Afghans, during 
Russian aggression and also during Internal war 
have been giving many sacrifices ,International 
community need to stay in Afghanistan to insure 
security in the American and Europeans countries, 
because, without peace in security and stability 
in Afghanistan, western countries will becoming 

insecure, terrorist will be threatened these countries 
 » They have to stay in Afghanistan not only for 

Afghans security, For human security as threat by 
Taliban and Al-Qaida, moreover the international 
community should make a phase out plan in case of 
sustainability of democracy, Afghan military support 
and reducing the poverty.

 » We appreciate international community’s cooperation 
in helping Afghans to resolve problems. On the other 
hand, we would like to remind them of the fact that 
an ordinary Afghan, however illiterate, never likes to 
bring instability and insecurity in his country. This is 
regional political issues and the countries interested 
in this issues exporting war to Afghanistan. 
Therefore, the solution to the crises in our country 
should be through political interventions.

 » People of Afghanistan are happy by existence of 
international community beside the government; the 
international community considering the situation 
of Afghanistan must not leave this country in 
unstable situation. We believe that developments 
of Afghansitan today are because of existence of 
International community. 
 

What are your long term ambitions and dreams 
for your life, family and friends?

 » Proper job opportunities, learning opportunity for 
children to improve skills and knowledge, peace and 
prevent Afghans from all types of conflicts, will be 
help us to meet our dreams on future 

 » We wish all the best for our family and friends as 
they are comporting that we are working in a risk 
area, we wish peace all over the country and job 
opportunity for better living ant unity among the each 
other. 

 » Security and stability in Afghanistan, poverty 
mitigation and eradication, law enforcement and 
justice for all, no discrimination against ethnicity, 
religious and gender issues

 » I personally want to get highly educated and live in a 
peaceful environment, of course see Afghanistan a 
developed country.
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What does it look like around December 2014?

 » Improving capacity of all ministries, organizations, 
existing strong Afghan force, continuation of 
International support in all needed sections will be 
return the stability in our country,

 » Peace and stability by support of International 
community

 » Rehabilitated infrastructures and progress toward 
sustainability,

 » Continuation of development project by support of 
UK government and developmental organizations 
and other country

 » Obliterating all kind of corruption,
 » Having good governance in national level 
 » Currently the responsibilities transition ongoing well, 

further we hope have more success in this process 
as never before. Furthermore implementing of 
development program by government and NGOS 
can insure peace as well as improve unity and 
reduce poverty. 

 » Related to international community and Afghan 
Government. We are optimistic that the conditions 
get better. However, current states show that it might 
not get better.

 » The situation still does not seem stable, but let us 
hope for better. 
 

What are the big issues you must overcome in 
the meantime?

 » Security
 » Lack of education opportunity
 » Leave of international community and forget 

Afghanistan without developmental plan and support 
for Afghanistan progress 

 » Our police and army should be increased, equipped 
and empowered it should be considered the public 
benefits. 

 » Economic condition improved 
 » Job opportunity available for the jobless people 
 » Infrastructures projects accomplished5
 » To invest on the resources of Afghanistan
 » Security issues, lack of law enforcement (injustice), 

corruption, low capacity and illiteracy
 » The country requires Security, education, improved 

economy and good governance for the first stage 
 
 

What can the international community do to 
help?

 » Support for Afghanistan stability( improve and equip 
Afghan all relevant Forces)

 » Support peace building activities
 » Continuation of developmental project according 

Afghans needs
 » Helping to build capacity of government and civil 

society organizations
 » Obliterate corruptions and help to improve Afghans 

style structures and formations
 » Developing community base formations
 » Insuring involvement of Community in the all country 

affairs
 » Spending money according Afghans priorities 
 » Continuing their assistance in Afghanistan 
 » Physical and financial support of Afghan government, 

NGOs and civil societies 
 » Removing corruption among the afghan government. 
 » To improve law in Afghanistan
 » Intervene to resolve regional political and conflicting 

issues and working on infrastructures
 » The international community must consider the 

above mentioned issues. 
 

Why should they help?

 » If the International community do not help 
Afghanistan, our country will be falling in the 
unpleasant condition, conflict and war will be 
returned to Afghanistan as before of 2001-2002, 
may be this condition will be effected the current life 
status in western counties, stability in Afghanistan 
will be insure progress and peace in the world, also 
Afghanistan people help to western countries to 
broke USSR during cool war, now Afghanistan is 
become the field of competition of foreign countries, 
which country will be conquered to support stability 
and peace in Afghanistan.

 » To finish war in Afghanistan
 » To bring peace
 » Improve human security
 » Decreasing poverty
 » To facilitate job opportunity
 » To handle Afghanistan recourses
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 » To support democracy, human right and gender 
equality 

 » To cope against cultivating and trafficking poppy 
 » Afghanistan is a member of international community 

and must be helped. Besides, bad situation in 
Afghanistan will affect international community. 

 » To save the humanity and end-up the violence
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